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Abstract 
We classify pairs of complementary graphs on u 222 vertices, that are both II-graphs. @ 
1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, unoriented, without loops and multiple 
edges. We will normally use the same letter to denote the graph and its set of vertices, 
so that, for a graph r, u E r means that v is a vertex of r. One exception from this 
rule occurs when we consider a pair {r, I=} of complementary graphs. Then we always 
use r to denote the vertex set, regardless of whether we deal at the moment with the 
graph r, or the graph r. 
For a graph r and its two vertices U, TV E r, dr(u, II) is the path distance in r between 
u and v, that is, the length of the shortest path connecting u and u, cc, if u and u belong 
to different connected components of r. Finite connected graphs endowed with their 
path distances are important instances of finite distance spaces and, more specifically, 
finite metric spaces. 
For graphs (as well as for general distance spaces) r, A and a positive integer 
,I, a mapping $: r + A is called a scale I embedding if &(+(u),Ic/(u)) = J&(u,u) 
for all pairs of vertices U, u E r. Scale 1 embeddings are called isometric embeddings. 
A subgraph is called isometric if its inner path distance coincides with the path distance 
in the enveloping graph. Clearly, such a subgraph is isometrically embedded. A graph 
r is called an II-graph if it has an isometric embedding into a space It, that is, a real 
vector space R” endowed with the It-metric d(x, y) = CyT1 Jxi - ~~1. This important 
class of graphs has been under intensive investigation in recent years. Clearly, II-graphs 
are automatically connected. 
For a graph r, the complement graph I= is defined on the same set of vertices 
r; two vertices are adjacent in I= if and only if they are not adjacent in r. The 
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following interesting question was posed by M. Deza: how many &-graphs r have the 
property that the complement graph f is also II? Deza’s question was motivated by the 
following nice examples: the path graph P4, the Scycle CS and the 3 x 3-grid graph are 
all self-complementary and Ii. Here is a beautiful example of non-self-complementary 
complementary Ii-graphs: the Petersen graph and its complement, the odd graph on 
5 elements, are both Ii. Are there further such nice examples? How many pairs of 
complementary II-graphs exist at all? 
Deza and Huang [3] probed this problem by checking various cases of known 
Zi -graphs. They showed, in particular, that no new complementary Ii -graphs exist among 
the strongly regular graphs. However, when Deza and Huang systematically checked 
all the graphs on N 6 6 vertices, they obtained the following numbers: 
which hint of a rapidly increasing sequence. If this is indeed the case and the number 
of complementary Ii-graphs on N vertices increases with N, then does this mean that 
probably the class of complementary Ii-graphs is too hard to classify!? 
Below we give an unexpectedly short and elementary (once we get beyond the 
preliminary facts!) proof that the class of complementary Ii-graphs is on the con- 
trary quite thin. We describe an infinite 2-parameter series of simple complementary 
1, -graphs C,,, and prove that, apart from the pairs { C,,,Y, Cr,S}, there exist only finitely 
many other examples. The exact statement is as follows. 
Theorem 1. For N > 21, every pair of complementary 11 -graphs on N vertices co- 
incides with some pair {C,,,, cr,S}, for r and s satisfying 2r + s = N - 1. 
Clearly, for N 621, only finitely many pairs exist. The proof below also sheds some 
light on the structure of these smaller graphs. It is conceivable that the classification of 
all complementary Ii-graphs is now within reach, at least via a computer search. Thanks 
to D.V. Pasechnik, the algorithm from [4] recognizing Ii-graphs is now available as a 
computer program under GAP/GRAPE. 
1. 11 -Graphs 
In this preliminary section we discuss the key properties of Ii-graphs. 
The Hamming hypercube graph H,, can be defined as follows. Let 52 be a set of 
n elements, say, Q = { 1,2,. . . , n}. Then the vertices of H, are all the subsets of a, 
including Q itself and the empty set 0. Two subsets A and B are adjacent whenever 
they differ in only one element, i.e., the symmetric difference A n B has size 1. In 
general, the distance in H, between two vertices A and B is equal to IA n B[. The 
graph H,, is naturally embedded into the space Ii of the same dimension n by mapping 
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every A G 52 onto its characteristic vector. Furthermore, this embedding is isometric. It 
is also easy to see that every scale 2 embedding in H,, induces (by contracting with 
the coefficient l/A) an isometric embedding into 1 ,. Hence, all graphs having a scale 
embedding in a hypercube are 11 -graphs. According to [ 11, the reverse statement is also 
true, so that a graph is an 1, -graph if and only if it has a scale I embedding in H, 
for some A and n. 
Let A be a subset of R. For every scale embedding $ : r -+ H,,, the mapping defined 
by L’ H $(v)nA is a 1s o a scale embedding (with the same scale) of r into H,,. This 
transformation is called shifting by A. Up to a shift, we can always assume that a 
vertex o E r of our choice is represented by the empty set: rl/(u) = 0. 
Let us use the characterization from [l] to prove the following important property 
of 11 -graphs. 
Lemma 1.1. Let r be an II-graph and let x, y E r. Then the common neighbourhood 
of x and y does not contain a 3-coclique. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then we have the following configuration: vertices VI, v2 and us 
are pairwise non-adjacent and each of them is adjacent to both x and y. Consider a 
scale A embedding of r into H,,. Up to a shift, we may assume that x is represented 
under this embedding by X = 0. Let subsets Y, VI, V2, V, 2 CJ represent y, VI, vz and ~3, 
respectively. Since each vi is adjacent to X, the distance formula gives that / Vi1 = 2. 
Since the vertices vi are pairwise non-adjacent, the same distance formula gives that the 
sets V, are pairwise disjoint. Consider now variants for y. Clearly, y is at distance 1 or 
2 from X. If y is adjacent to x then (Y I= 1. As y is adjacent to each 0; we compute that 
Y meets Vj in exactly ;A elements. However, V;‘s are disjoint and, hence, Y contains 
at least :,X elements, a contradiction. 
If y is at distance 2 from x we use a similar argument. Namely, on the one hand, 
the size of Y has to be 21.. On the other hand, since u, is adjacent to Y, we must 
also have that Vi C Y for every i. This implies that the size of Y is at least 33,, a 
contradiction. ??
Effectively, this lemma forbids certain 5-vertex configurations in an Ii-graph. It 
immediately follows from the so-called 5-gonality property of II-metrics, but that is 
beyond the scope of the present paper. 
In what follows we will use the dual form of Lemma 1.1. 
Corollary 1.2. Suppose r is a graph such that its complement r is an II-graph. 
Then, for every 3-clique Q of r, all but at most one vertices sf r are at distance < 1 
from Q. 
Let us now define some further important ll-graphs. 
The Hamming graph H, is bipartite and its bipartite half is known as the half-cube 
graph ;H,. This graph allows, therefore, the following description. The vertices of 
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;H, are all the subsets of D of even size. Two even subsets A and B are adjacent in 
;H, if and only if IA LJ BI = 2. Again, this can be generalized as follows: the distance 
in +H, between two vertices A and B is equal to i IA A BI. 
By definition, the half-cube ;H,, is scale 2 embedded in H,,, hence +H, is an 1, -graph. 
Furthermore, it can easily be seen that any scale 2 embedding into H, is equivalent to 
an isometric embedding into :H,. 
A further important class of Ii -graphs is given by the cocktail-party graphs Kmx2, 
complete multipartite graphs with each part of size 2. This means that every vertex v 
of KmXz is adjacent to all the other vertices except for one vertex which we will call 
the opposite of v. The graph Kmx2 allows a scale 1 embedding into H,, with ;1 N m/2 
and n=2dNm. 
According to [5], r is an II-graph if and only if it is an isometric subgraph of a 
direct product A = Al x 42 x . . x A,,, where each factor Ai is either a complete graph, 
or a cocktail-party graph, or a half-cube graph. For graphs Al, AZ,. . . , A,,, the direct 
product graph A = Al x 42 x. . . x A, has as vertices all the n-tuples (vi, v2 ,...,v,,), where 
v~EA~ for all i. Two vertices v=(u~,v~,...,v,) and w=(w~,w~,...,w,) are adjacent 
whenever there exists an index s E { 1,2,. . . , n} such that ai = wi for i # S, while V, and 
w, are adjacent. The Hamming hypercube graph H,, is the direct product of n cliques 
of size 2. It is easy to see that the direct product of Ii-graphs is an Ii-graph itself. 
For a subgraph r of A = A, x A2 x ’ . . x A,,, its projection to A, is defined as 
the subgraph & of A, having as vertices all x E A,T such that there exists a vertex 
v=(v,,v2 )...) v,) E r with v, =x. Two vertices x and y of rT,, x # y, are adjacent if 
and only if there exist adjacent vertices v = (vi, ~2,. . . , v,) and w = (WI, ~2,. . . , w,) of 
r with x = v, and y = w,. (Clearly, we than have I)i = wi for all i #s.) We will say 
that x = v, is the projection of v to A, and that the edge {x, y} is the projection of the 
edge {v,w}. In the latter case, we do not need to necessarily specify the factor A,, as 
every edge of I’ has projection to only one factor. 
In the ultimate case of r = A we have that A, is itself a projection of A. 
It is easy to show that r is naturally a subgraph of the direct product f = ri x 
r, x . . . x r, of its projections and that f is a subgraph of A. In general, the projection 
TV does not need to be an induced subgraph of A,, even if r is an induced subgraph 
of A. The situation changes when we take isometric subgraphs in place of induced. 
First of all, notice the following formula for the distances. Let v = (vi, 02,. . . , v,) and 
w = (WI) w2,. . . ) w,, ) be two vertices of A. Then 
dd(u,w)=dd,(v1,wI)+ddz(v2,w2)+...+dd,(v,,w,), 
i.e., the distance in the direct product is the sum of the distances in the projections, 
Lemma 1.3. If r is an isometric subgraph of A = A, x 42 x. . . x A,, then the projection 
r, is an isometric subgraph of A,. 
Proof. Letx and y be vertices of r,. Choose u=(v~,v~,...,v~) and w=(w1,w2,...,wn) 
in r, which project onto x and y. (That is, x = v, and y = wS.) Consider a shortest path 
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y in r joining u and w. Since r is isometric in A the length of y is exactly dd(u, w). 
According to the distance formula above, exactly &,(x, y) edges on y project to A,. If 
a and b are two consecutive vertices on y and the edge {a, b} does not project to A,s 
then the projections of a and b in A, coincide. It follows that, when the repetitions are 
skipped, the projection of y to A, (which is fully inside r,) is a path of length dd,(x, y) 
joining x and y. This means that dr,(x, y) = dd,(x, y) and, hence, r’ is isometric 
in A,. ??
Next we give a description of the series C T.s of complementary /r-graphs. We start 
with a cocktail-party graph A, = K, x 2, which we extend by adding s new vertices. Each 
of the new vertices is adjacent to all other vertices, old and new. We will denote this 
graph B,,. Finally, we obtain Cr., by adding one further vertex c. This last vertex is 
only adjacent to one vertex (any one) of the initial cocktail-party graph A,. The graph 
B,, is an isometric subgraph of the cocktail-party graph Kc~+.~)~~ and it is easy to see 
that C,,, an isometric subgraph of the direct product K(r+s)x2 x K2; hence, C,,, is an 
/,-graph. Its complement C,, also has a simple structure: it consists of s edges on c 
plus r - 1 triangles on c plus a 2-path starting from c. It is easy to show that C’,,, can 
be scale 2 embedded in Hs,.+~~+r, therefore it is an II-graph, too. 
Let us conclude this section with a discussion of the cases that we have to handle. 
As we have already said, by [5], r is an II-graph if and only if r is an isometric 
subgraph of a direct product A = Al x 42 x . . x A,, where each factor Ai is either 
a complete graph, a cocktail-party graph, or a half-cube. Furthermore, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that the factors of A are minimal in the sense that the 
projection c is not contained inside di in a smaller graph which is itself a complete 
graph, a cocktail-party graph, or a half-cube. If di is the cocktail-party graph KmX2 then 
the minimality implies that ri contains a full m-clique and at least one further vertex. 
If each Ai is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube then the whole A (and hence r 
also) is an isometric subgraph of one large half-cube graph. Every complete graph is 
an isometric subgraph of a half-cube. Trivially, the same is true for every half-cube 
factor Ai. Finally, the small cocktail-party graphs KzX 2, KS x 2 and KhX2 are isometric 
subgraphs of half-cubes. (Starting from m = 5, Kmx2 is not an isometric subgraph of 
a half-cube.) Therefore, we can distinguish the two types of II -graphs r: (1) those, 
which are isometric subgraphs of half-cubes; and (2) those, for which at least one of 
the (minimal) factors Ai is isometric to Kmx2 with m 25. 
Let us now consider a pair {I-, f} of complementary 11 -graphs. In accordance with 
our analysis, we will distinguish two cases. In the next section we will consider the 
case, where one of the graphs r or l= is of type (2), leaving the other case, where 
both r and r are isometric subgraphs of some half-cube graphs, until the final section. 
2. Direct product case 
In this section we classify the pairs {r, r}, such that at least one of r and l= is 
of type (2). Without loss of generality, r is itself of type (2). Also, without loss 
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of generality, we may assume that, in the direct product A = A, x A2 x . . . x A, 
corresponding to r, the factor Al is isomorphic to K,,, X~ for some m 2 5. Let Z = Ai 
and Y=Az x ... x A,,, so that A = C x Y. By the minimality of the factor Z = A, E 
K mX~, the projection of r to C contains an m-clique. We want to conclude that r itself 
contains an m-clique. For that we borrow the following key observation from [2]. 
Let @ and Z be graphs and consider the direct product @ x E. The @-fiber of 
@ x E corresponding to x E @ is, by definition, the subgraph of @ x Z induced by the 
vertices (x, y) for all y E E. Every G-fiber is isomorphic to 8, the isomorphism being 
established by projecting. The Z-fibers of gi x B are defined similarly and have all the 
similar properties. 
Lemma 2.1 (Chepoi et al. [2]). Suppose r is an isometric subgraph of @ x E and 
suppose the projection of r to @ contains a clique Q. Then r contains a clique $?J 
bijectively projecting onto Q. Furthermore, the clique 0 is contained within a single 
E-fiber. 
Proof. Every clique (complete subgraph) of @ x B is contained in a single @- or 
s-fiber. So we only need to prove the first statement. Choose a clique Q C r of 
maximal size, such that Q bijectively projects onto a subclique of Q. Suppose Q does 
not project onto Q and choose a vertex x E Q that is not in the projection of Q. Since 
x is in the projection of r, there exists a vertex f = (x, y) E r, for some y E E. We 
may assume that f is chosen at a minimal possible distance from Q. The clique Q is 
contained in a single E-fiber, say, in the fiber corresponding to a vertex y’ E 2”. For 
every vertex P’ = (x’, y’) E Q, the distance between P and 2’ is equal to 1 + &( y, y’), 
since x and x’ are both in Q. In particular, y# y’; otherwise, {z?} U 0 is a clique, 
contrary to the maximality of Q. Hence, the distance between 1 and Q is at least 2. 
Choose a shortest path in r joining f with a vertex (x’, y’) of Q and let z = (x”, y”) 
be the vertex next to f on this path. If x =x” then z projects onto x and z is one 
step closer to Q; a contradiction with the choice of i. Therefore, x #x”. However, in 
this case, as r is isometric in @ x B and dQ(x,x’) = 1, we have no other choice but 
x” =x’. Also, since L and z are adjacent, we have y = y”. Therefore, for every vertex 
(x’, y’) E Q the vertex (x’, y) =z is in r. All these new vertices and the vertex f form 
a clique. We proved that the intersection of r with the s-fiber corresponding to y 
contains a larger clique projecting onto a subclique of Q; again a contradiction. 0 
We now return to our complementary It-graphs r and l=. Recall that r is an isometric 
subgraph of A=C x Y, where C ” KmXz, for m > 5, and the projection of r to C 
contains an m-clique. By Lemma 2.1, the intersection of r with some Y-fiber (say, 
the fiber corresponding to y E Y) contains an m-clique Q. 
Lemma 2.2. The Y-fiber corresponding to y contains all but one vertices of r. 
Proof. Notice, first of all, that if r is fully contained in one Y-fiber then r is an 
isometric subgraph of KmXz. However, this means that l= is a subgraph of I?,,,x2, 
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which has m connected components K2. Therefore, F is disconnected, a contra- 
diction. 
It remains to show that r cannot have two vertices outside the fiber corresponding 
to y. Assume ad absurdurn that a = (x’, y’) and b = (x”, y”) are two different vertices 
of r with y’ # y and y” # y. Notice that a can be adjacent to at most one vertex of 
Q, namely, (x’, y), if the latter vertex is in Q. Similarly, b is adjacent to at most one 
vertex of Q. Therefore, there are at least m - 2 > 5 - 2 = 3 vertices ~1, ~2,. . . , v,,,_2 in 
Q that are adjacent to neither a, nor b. This contradicts Corollary 1.2. ??
Thus, all but one vertices of r are contained in a single Y-fiber F. The intersection 
of r with F is a subgraph of KmXz containing an m-clique. Clearly, r n F is isomorphic 
to the graph B,.,,s defined in Section 2, where Y and s can be found from the conditions 
r + s = m and 2r + s is the number of vertices in r n F. The remaining vertex c (the 
one that is not in F) must be adjacent to some vertex a E r n F. Furthermore, as c is 
contained in a different Y-fiber, such vertex a is, in fact, unique. In r, a cannot be 
isolated. Hence, in r, a cannot be adjacent to all other vertices. Since a is adjacent 
to c, a is not adjacent to some vertex of r n F. This means that the opposite of a in 
F ” Kmx2 must be in r n F, i.e., a is in the A, = K,.x2 part of r n F. We proved that 
r is isomorphic to C,,,, thus achieving: 
Proposition 2.3. Let {r, i’} be a pair of complementary 11 -graphs. Then either this 
pair is {G.,, C,s} f or some r and s, or both r and r are isometric subgraphs of 
half-cubes. 
3. Pure half-cube case 
In this section we study the case where both r and r are isometric subgraphs of 
some half-cube graphs. We will establish an absolute bound (lrlG21) on the size of 
such complementary graphs. Notice that there is a symmetry between r and r. In 
particular, the lemmas that we prove for r will also apply to r. 
For a vertex v of r, T(x) will denote the set of neighbours of v in r, while f(v) 
will denote the set of the neighbours of v in r (non-neighbours in terms of r). Clearly, 
the vertex set of r is a disjoint union of {v}, T(v) and r(v). 
Lemma 3.1. For a vertex v E r, suppose T(v) is not a clique in r. Then IF(v)/ d 10. 
Proof. By assumption, v has neighbours x and y that are not adjacent to each other. 
We claim that at most one vertex in f(v) is adjacent to both x and y. Indeed, let a be 
such a vertex. Consider an isometric embedding of r in a half-cube built over a certain 
set Q. Say, v,x, y and a are realized by subsets V,X, Y and A of 52. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that V = 0. Then both X and Y are of size 2, as x and y 
are neighbours of v. Since x and y are not adjacent, we also have that X and Y are 
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disjoint. Next, a is not a neighbour of v and it is a neighbour of x. Therefore, a is at 
distance 2 from u, i.e., (Al =4. Finally, as a is adjacent to both x and y, we conclude 
that A contains both X and Y. As X and Y are disjoint, we obtain that A =X U Y and, 
indeed, a is unique. 
Consider now l= and its isometric embedding into a half-cube. (This half-cube is 
built, say, over a set s2’.) Again we may assume up to a shift that u is realized by 
0. The vertices from F’(v) are now the neighbours of u, hence they are realized by 
2-element subsets of a. All but one vertices from F(D) are non-adjacent in r to at 
least one of x and y. Therefore, in r, they are adjacent to at least one of x and y. If 
both x and y are at distance at least 3 from v then the size of f(u) is at most one, 
and we are done. If x is at distance 2 and y is at distance 3 (x and y are adjacent 
in i;!) then all but one vertices from f(u) are adjacent to x. Since x is at distance 2 
from v, it is realized by a 4-element set X. Clearly, X contains six 2-element subsets. 
This means that x is adjacent to at most six vertices from f(x), i.e., Ill< 1 + 6 = 7. 
Symmetrically, the same estimate holds if y is at distance 2 from v and x is not. 
Finally, consider the case where both x and y are at distance 2 from u. Then both sets 
X and Y, representing x and y, are of size 4. Since x and y are adjacent in F, we have 
IX n Y I = 3. The number of 2-element subsets contained in X or in Y is 6 + 6 - 3 = 9. 
Therefore, at most 9 vertices from f(u) are adjacent to x or to y. We conclude that 
in this last case If(u)1 6 1 + 9= 10. 0 
In the rest of the section we work under assumption that Irl>22. Eventually, we 
will bring this assumption to a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.2. For every vertex v of r, either T(v) is a clique in r, or f(u) is a clique 
in l=. 
Proof. If the claim is not true then, by Lemma 3.1 applied to both r and F’, the size 
of T(v) is at most 10, and the size of F(U) is at most 10. Hence, the size of r is at 
most 21. 0 
We will study the cliques in r and in r. The key to the proof is Corollary 1.2. 
In the half-cube graph if two cliques meet in 24 vertices then the union of these 
cliques is again a clique. Clearly, the same should be true in r. We will use this 
observation to bound the clique size in r. 
Lemma 3.3. If Q is a clique in r then IQ1 6 8. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, Q is a maximal clique in r. Due to the connectivity 
of r and f, there are at least two vertices outside Q. Let x and y be not contained in 
Q and x # y. Notice that (QflT(x)l d 3. Indeed, otherwise Q intersects the clique {x} U 
(Qn T(x)) in four elements and, by the above observation, x must be adjacent to every 
vertex of Q; contradiction with maximality of Q. Thus, Q fl T(x) and, symmetrically, 
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Q 17 T(y) both have size d 3. If IQ\ 29 there are still three elements in Q that are 
non-adjacent to both x and y; contradiction with Corollary 1.2. 0 
We will say that a vertex v is of r-type if T(u) is a clique in r. Similarly, u is 
said to be of f-type if r(u) is a clique in l=. Let R be the set of vertices of r-type 
and B be the set of vertices of f-type. By Lemma 3.2, R U j contains all the vertices. 
(Using the estimate from Lemma 3.3 applied to both r and r’, it is easy to show that 
R and I? are disjoint. However, this is not important for the following argument.) We 
will consider R as a graph with the adjacency induced from r. 
Lemma 3.4. As an induced subgraph of r, R is either a clique, or a clique and an 
isolated vertex, or else every connected component qf R is of size 1 or 2. 
Proof. The neighbourhood of every vertex in R is a clique, since all those vertices are 
of r-type. This implies that every connected component of R is a clique. Suppose R 
has a component of size at least 3. By Corollary 1.2, this component either coincides 
with A, or contains all but one vertices of R. 0 
Since Irl>22, either R, or B has size at least 11. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that R has size > 11. Comparing with Lemma 3.3, we see that R cannot be a 
clique; neither can it be a clique plus one isolated vertex. Therefore, each connected 
component of R has size 1 or 2. In particular, R has at least 6 connected components. 
Suppose one of the components is of size 2; say, R contains adjacent vertices x and y. 
Form a set T by picking one vertex from each of the other components of R. Then 
IT135. The two sets TU{x} and TU{y} are both cocliques in r, hence they are both 
cliques in r. These two cliques meet in at least 5 vertices, hence, by our observation 
above, the union T U {x, y} must be a clique in r. This is not the case, however, as 
x and y are adjacent in r. The contradiction proves that the graph R has no edges at 
all, i.e., R is a coclique in r. However, this means that in f, R is a clique. As R has 
size at least 11, we achieve our final contradiction with Lemma 3.3. Thus, we proved 
Proposition 3.5. If both r and i; are isometric subgraphs of half-cubes then Irl<21. 
Cleary, Propositions 2.3 and 3.5 imply the main result of the paper, Theorem 1. 
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